
AZALR TRAVELING TROPHY 

 1.   Every ALR Chapter in Arizona that has a clubroom/bar in its Post 
can participate. (If the Post shares a building with the VFW, that is OK) 
2.  The initial location of the trophy will be ALR 87 (Bullhead City), 
which was the first ALR Chapter to offer to purchase the trophy. 
3.   Whichever Post has won the trophy, it must be prominently 
displayed in the Post's clubroom/bar so everyone can see it. 
4.   When 5 or more ALR members RIDE to a Post, they can claim the 
Trophy and bring it back to their Post. AT LEAST 5 RIDERS HAVE TO 
BE FROM THE SAME ALR CHAPTER AND THEY HAVE TO BE 
ON BIKES (2-UP OK). In the event that more than one Chapter shows 
up at the same time to claim the Trophy (or more than one Chapter is 
present when the Post first opens for business), then the Chapter entitled 
to claim the Trophy that day will be decided by drawing cards (high card 
wins). If a Chapter has ridden more than 50 miles (distance from your 
home Post to the Post which has the trophy), for each 50.1  miles you 
have ridden you can draw an additional card. [Example 1:  Post A has 
the trophy; it is a 48 mile ride from your Post to Post A; you can only 
draw one card.  Example 2: Post A has the trophy; it is a 50.1 mile ride 
from your Post to Post A; you can draw two cards.  Example 3:  Post A 
has the trophy; it is a 100.1 mile ride from your Post to Post A; you can 
draw three cards. And so forth]  Distance is counted from your home 
Post to the Post which has the trophy, as determined by Google Maps.  
{As a matter of courtesy, it would be nice if each Chapter traveling 
would determine mileage using Google ahead of time so we don’t have 
to do computations on the morning of the draw} 

5.  Whenever the Trophy is transported, it must remain in its original 
packaging to insure that it is not damaged or broken. 



6.   If the Post with the Trophy is having a special event (poker run or 
other special event, regardless of whether it is an ALR event or Post 
event), or is a stop at someone else's Poker Run or Ride, the Traveling 
Trophy cannot be claimed that day. 
7.  As soon as an ALR Chapter claims the Traveling Trophy, the AZALR 
Chairman must be notified so he/she can notify all other ALR Chapters . 
{Of course, everyone needs to know where the Trophy is.} 
8.  The Chapter claiming the Traveling Trophy must also notify the 
AZALR Chairman of the hours that the Post which has claimed the 
Trophy is open, and whether or not the Post will be open at an earlier 
hour on the first day that the Trophy can next be claimed. 
9.   Once a Chapter claims the Trophy, it is "safe" for a 7 day period, and 
during that 7 days cannot be claimed by another Chapter. Day 1 starts 
the day AFTER the trophy is physically claimed by an ALR Chapter (to 
give time to get back to their Post and get it displayed the next day). 
10.  The Trophy can only be claimed when the Post is open for business, 
according to the “published times” which are which are sent out to all 
Chapters upon the Trophy being claimed by a new Chapter. (I.e., there 
can no longer be any “midnight steals”).  
11.  A Chapter which has “lost” the Trophy cannot reclaim it until it has 
first been claimed by two other ALR Chapters. 
12.  ALR 5 will donate $100 to the charity designated by the ALR 
Chapter which was won the traveling trophy the most number of times 
(NOT DAYS) between now and the 2015 Annual AZALR meeting. 
13.  ALR 87 now has the trophy, and it is “safe” for 7 days. The 
Convention doesn’t end until Sunday, so it won’t be back at Post 87 until 
Monday (June 30). The trophy is “safe” until July 8. 

♦ALR 87 
♦ALR 81 (until 7/18) 
♦ALR 39 (safe until 8/3) 
♦ALR 24 (safe until 8/11) 



♦ALR 109 (safe until 8/19) 
♦ALR 36 (safe until 8/27) 
♦ALR 29 (safe until 9/4) 
♦ALR 107 (safe until 9/12) 
♦ALR 117 (safe until 9/20) 
♦ALR 29 (safe until 9/28) 
♦ALR 5 (safe until 10/6) 
♦ALR 39 (safe until 10/14) 
♦ALR 62 (safe until 10/22) 
♦ALR 117 (safe until 10/30) 
♦ALR 58 (safe until 11/7) 
♦ALR 26 (safe until 11/15) 
♦ALR 138 (safe until 11/23) 
♦ALR 61 (safe until 11/30) 
♦ALR 62 (safe until 12/7) 
♦ALR 27 (safe until 12/19) 
♦ALR 26 (safe until 12/27) 
♦ALR 44 (safe until 1/4) 
♦ALR 62 (safe until 1/12) 
♦ALR 29 (safe until 1/30) 
♦ALR 58 (safe until 2/13) 
♦ALR 62 (safe until 2/21) 
♦ALR 86 (safe until 3/1) 
♦ALR 39 (safe until 3/22) 
♦ALR 62 (safe until 3/30) 
♦ALR 35 (safe until April 7) 
♦ALR 27 (safe until 4/15) 
♦ALR 39 (safe until 4/23) 



♦ALR 66 (safe until 5/1) 
♦ALR 24 (safe until 5/9) 
♦ALR 35 (safe until 5/17) 
♦ALR 138 (safe until 5/25) 
♦ALR 58 (safe until 6/2) 
♦ALR 35 (safe until 6/10)


